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About us

MindTake is a full-service market and opinion research company, doing quantitative 
and qualitative research with an overwhelmingly digital focus:. we see the future of 
market research as being online, where most of the customers already are, reading 
product reviews, making online purchases or participating in fan communities.

This digital access strategy allows us to target our respondents with a sharp focus, 
choosing only those that fit the needs of the survey, be that parents with children, or 
smokers, or car owners with pets.

MindTake offers services across the spectrum of market research but specialising on 
quantitative and qualitative research online, both through individualised consulting 
and studies as well as standardised tools and products. Our international team delivers 
efficient and insightful results for all your projects, from brand perception/performance 
research and employee and customer surveys to advertising impact tests and 
website evaluations.

We are members of ESOMAR, VMÖ, MMA Austria and IAB-Austria, and adhere fully to 
ESOMAR principles in all our market research projects.

Is your marketing campaign 
working? Our survey and 
analysis tools are there to help 
it along.
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Online research has many advantages versus classical methods:

   no ‘interviewer effect’ / bias
   more honest answers hence to anonymity
   high rates of completion - time and location can be chosen by respondent 
   motivated by various incentives, people participate in surveys voluntarily
   because panel members enter detailed demographic data, specific groups can be 

targetted directly
   multimedia data or more complex questions can be easily integrated
   processing results is faster and more efficient, so costs are lower

The MindTake Online Panels

The MindTake Online Panels operate in Austria and the CEE through a network of repre-
sentative offices as well as affiliated local partners. MindTake recruits through ongoing 
surveys and community and media portals, keeps user details in a secure database 
and can draw on them to create a list of participants for a target-specific survey.

Survey participants are rewarded through a loyalty-points program that allocates 
varying number of bonus points for the completion of a questionnaire. The points total 
can be exchanged for gift vouchers or converted to cash, either paid into a bank account 
or donated to a charity.

We are vigilant about the quality of our panel and use control measures such as 
verification of user data through random post and telephone check, a monthly limitation 
on the number of surveys taken, and by running requests for profile updates.

Are your employees motivated, 
loyal, satisfied? Let‘s ask them.
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A few of our clients
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Contact

Our multilingual staff across the region is at your service and will respond promptly to 
questions and offer requests including enquiries about study methodologies, pricing 
plans, questionnaire programming or panel-building projects across Europe.

Tel.: +43 1 228 88 10
Fax: +43 1 228 98 01
Email: office@mindtake.com
Web: www.mindtake.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/MindTake

Our HQ in Vienna:
MindTake Research GmbH
Kaiserstraße 113-115
1070 Vienna
Austria 

Route planner:
Reaching us is easiest on public transport, as parking is scarce in downtown Vienna. The 
tram number 5 from Westbahnhof leaves you almost directly across from the Kaiserstraße 
Media Building (tram stop Lerchenfelder Strasse). Alternatively, the U6 underground line 
(station Thaliastrasse) and the tram number 43 (station Thaliastrasse Ubahn) are just on 
the other side of the Gürtel road.

Why do people make the 
choices they make? We help 
you understand your 
customers and tailor your 
ads to match.


